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Incretin-based therapies: where will we be 50 years from now?
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Abstract The development of incretin-based therapies (glu-
cagon-like peptide 1 [GLP-1] receptor agonists and dipeptidyl
peptidase-4 [DPP-4] inhibitors) has changed the landscape of
type 2 diabetes management over the past decade. Current
developments include longer-acting GLP-1 receptor agonists,
fixed-ratio combinations of GLP-1 analogues and basal insu-
lin, as well as implantable osmotic minipumps for long-term
delivery of GLP-1 receptor agonists. In longer terms, oral or
inhaled GLP-1 analogues may become a reality. In addition,
oral enhancers of GLP-1 secretion (e.g. via G-protein-coupled
receptors, nuclear farnesoid-receptor X and the G-protein-
coupled bile acid-activated receptor [TGR5]) are currently
being explored in experimental studies. Combination of
GLP-1 with other gut hormones (e.g. peptide YY, glucagon,
gastrin, glucose-dependent insulinotropic polypeptide [GIP],
secretin, cholecystokinin, vasoactive intestinal polypeptide
and pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating polypeptide) may
enhance the glucose- and weight-lowering effect of GLP-1
alone, and dual or triple hormone receptor agonists may even
exploit the properties of different peptides with just one mol-
ecule. There is also an increasing interest in employing
incretin-based therapies in other areas, such as type 1 diabetes,
impaired glucose metabolism, obesity, polycystic ovary syn-
drome, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD)/non-alco-
holic steatohepatitis (NASH), psoriasis or even neurodegener-
ation. Thus, incretin-based therapies may continue to broaden
the therapeutic spectrum for type 2 diabetes and for various

other indications in the coming years. This is one of a series of
commentaries under the banner ‘50 years forward’, giving
personal opinions on future perspectives in diabetes, to cele-
brate the 50th anniversary of Diabetologia (1965–2015).
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DPP-4 Dipeptidyl peptidase-4
GIP Glucose-dependent insulinotropic polypeptide
GLP-1 Glucagon-like peptide-1
IFG Impaired fasting glucose
IGT Impaired glucose tolerance
PYY Peptide YY

Where are we today and where have we come from?

The development of incretin-based therapies is a splendid and
unique example of the successful development of novel
glucose-lowering medications based on basic research find-
ings from academic researchers. Physiological experiments
in human volunteers revealed different increments in insulin
secretion after oral and intravenous glucose administration,
which were subsequently attributed to the actions of the
incretin hormones glucose-dependent insulinotropic polypep-
tide (GIP) and glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) [1]. These
peptide hormones were later synthesised and prepared for in-
travenous infusion in patients with type 2 diabetes. On this
basis, the glucose-lowering activity of GLP-1 was first discov-
ered by academic researchers. Later on, dipeptidyl peptidase-4
(DPP-4) inhibition was identified as an effective way of rais-
ing endogenous GLP-1 levels [2]. These clinical research
findings have prompted the development of GLP-1 receptor
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agonists and DPP-4 inhibitors [3]. Today, a variety of DPP-4
inhibitors are available. Despite structural and pharmacokinet-
ic differences, the pharmacodynamic properties and clinical
efficacy of these compounds are largely comparable. Various
GLP-1 analogues have been developed using different modes
of protraction (e.g. amino acid exchange, fatty acid side
chains, covalent coupling to larger molecules, depot prepara-
tion based on microspheres). As a general rule, these com-
pounds can be categorised as short-acting (predominant activ-
ity on post-meal glycaemic rises) and long-acting GLP-1 an-
alogues (24 h active with predominant effect on fasting glu-
cose and somewhat reduced effectiveness on post-meal
glycaemic excursions) [4]. The different individual character-
istics of the various GLP-1 analogues and the DPP-4 inhibi-
tors have already allowed for some individualisation of care
within the class of incretin-based therapies.

Future developments already visible

Recent developments in the field of GLP-1 receptor agonists
have largely focused on longer-acting preparations (i.e. injec-
tion once weekly or even less frequently) and more conve-
nient delivery systems or pen devices. A number of such once-
weekly GLP-1 receptor agonists have already been introduced
or are currently undergoing clinical trials [4]. In light of the
narrow therapeutic window defined by the balance between
glucose-lowering efficacy and (so-called) gastrointestinal side
effects, it seems unlikely that future long-acting GLP-1 recep-
tor agonists will provide substantially greater efficacy without
inducing more side effects compared with the already avail-
able compounds.

Alternative developments are already on the way. One of
them is an osmotic minipump that releases exenatide contin-
uously for ~6 months or even longer after implantation into
subcutaneous tissue (Fig. 1). Furthermore, fixed-ratio combi-
nations delivering GLP-1 analogues and basal insulin at the
same time have just become available in some countries. Ad-
vantages of such fixed-ratio combinations include overall bet-
ter HbA1c control compared with the individual compounds
and less frequent nausea than observed with GLP-1 receptor
agonist monotherapy [5].

In contrast to the trend of developing longer-acting com-
pounds/preparations, it may also be of interest to further ex-
plore the therapeutic potential of even shorter-acting GLP-1
analogues for prandial glucose control. Thus, whereas the cur-
rently available short-acting GLP-1 analogues have plasma
half-lives of ~3–4 h, future compounds exhibiting half-lives
of ~1–2 h may exploit the mechanism of delaying gastric
emptying even more specifically. Such compounds could po-
tentially complement the therapy with long-acting GLP-1 re-
ceptor agonists, analogous to a basal-bolus insulin therapy. A
downside of even shorter-acting GLP-1 analogues might be a
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higher incidence of nausea and vomiting. DPP-4 inhibitors are
being developed for administration once weekly, too.

Future developments not yet visible

New ways of delivering incretin-based drugs

Intravenously administered GLP-1 has consistently been
shown to fully normalise glycaemia [3]. In contrast, the sub-
cutaneously administered GLP-1 analogues have provided
strong glucose-lowering efficacy, but still fail to fully normal-
ise glycaemia in a substantial proportion of patients. The per-
centage of patients achieving HbA1c levels below 6.5% ranges
from ~25–50% with DPP-4 inhibitors and from ~40–70%
with GLP-1 receptor agonists [6]. It is also noteworthy that
nausea typically limits further dose escalation with subcutane-
ous GLP-1, but rarely occurs during intravenous GLP-1 infu-
sion. These observations have suggested that delivery routes
other than subcutaneous injection might be favourable [7].
Although proteolytic degradation by gastric acid limits the
oral administration of GLP-1, chemically modified formula-
tions of GLP-1 suitable for oral administration are likely to be
available in 50 years. Inhalation may be another option, but
local proliferative effects of GLP-1 in the lungs may limit such
an approach. Other routes, such as buccal or rectal adminis-
tration, have been explored in the past, but are unlikely to play
a role in clinical practice. Other routes of delivering GLP-1
directly into the systemic circulation (e.g. intraperitoneally,
intravenously) may need to be further explored in the future,
especially since—other than with insulin—only a relatively
constant level of a GLP-1 receptor agonist needs to be main-
tained, high enough to be effective and low enough not to
elicit adverse reactions (Fig. 1).

Enhancing endogenous GLP-1 secretion is another prom-
ising future strategy. Current strategies to target G-protein-
coupled receptors (GPR 40, GPR 119 and GPR 120) on intes-
tinal L cells have shown theoretical potential for diabetes ther-
apy, but the compounds that were effective were not safe
enough [8]. Alternative approaches include nutrient pre-loads,
predominantly based on protein components. The fact that
endogenous GLP-1 concentrations increase by ~5–10-fold af-
ter bariatric surgery [9] strongly underlines the theoretical

potential for enhancing GLP-1 secretion, even though an ideal
strategy to stimulate L cell secretion has yet to be discovered.

It is also conceivable that gene therapy may reach a level
that allows for a broad clinical application in 50 years from
now. In this regard, genetic (e.g. adenoviral) transfer of the
proglucagon gene to other cell types might lead to enhanced
secretion of GLP-1 from endogenous sources (Fig. 1).

GIP receptor agonists/antagonists

GIP has been explored as a potential glucose-lowering drug
based on its physiological role in augmenting glucose-
stimulated insulin secretion after meal ingestion. However,
unlike GLP-1, GIP does not exert a sufficient insulinotropic
effect in patients with type 2 diabetes, and has even been
reported to increase glucagon levels [10]. Chemically modi-
fied GIP analogues have shown some glucose-lowering activ-
ity in hyperglycaemic rodent models, but they have not been
tested in patients with type 2 diabetes. At the same time, GIP
antagonists have been proposed to improve insulin sensitivity
by preventing the development of obesity in rodents, but, sim-
ilarly, such compounds have not yet been tested in patients
with diabetes or obesity. In light of the partly opposing effects
of GIP on insulin secretion and on fat deposition, we have
doubts whether either agonists or antagonists at the GIP re-
ceptor will play a therapeutic role [11].

Dual/triple peptide agonists or antagonists

Glucose-lowering properties have been attributed not only to
GLP-1, but also to GIP and other peptide hormones. Further-
more, glucagon receptor activation has led to improvements in
obesity and insulin resistance in rodent models. While neither
GIP nor glucagon seem to exert sufficient individual effects to
justify their clinical use in the treatment of type 2 diabetes and
obesity, the combination of these hormones with GLP-1 may
represent a new treatment strategy in the near future. By gen-
erating hybrid peptides, various receptors can now be activat-
ed or blocked by a single compound. Oxyntomodulin is a
physiological example of a peptide that activates both GLP-
1 and glucagon receptors. The synthesis of hybrid peptides
allows the affinity of the drugs toward different receptors to
be optimised. Triple agonists may target GLP-1, GIP and glu-
cagon receptors [12]. From a theoretical standpoint, combina-
tion of these peptide actions sounds intriguing. Nevertheless,
given the complexity of the individual hormone actions and
the combined side effects of each peptide component, the
challenge will be to fine-tune the structure of hybrid peptides
in such a way that optimumweight loss and glycaemic control
are achieved. A particular challenge will be the transition from
pre-clinical to clinical studies, since there are likely to be spe-
cies differences. The balance of affinities towards the different

�Fig. 1 The present state of the art (red; left fields), current clinical
developments (blue; middle fields) and the potential future (green; right
fields) of incretin-based therapies in terms of delivery systems,
combination partners and other gut-derived developments, and
therapeutic indications. FGF, fibroblast growth factor; FXR, farnesoid-
receptor X; GPR, G-protein-coupled receptor; NAFLD, non-alcoholic
fatty liver disease; NASH, non-alcoholic steatohepatitis; PACAP,
pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating polypeptide; TGR5, G-protein-
coupled bile acid-activated receptor; VIP, vasoactive intestinal polypeptide
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receptors may need to be adjusted to produce optimum results
in humans.

Other gut-derived targets for pharmacotherapy

Although GIP and GLP-1 have been identified as the most
important humoral mediators of the incretin effect, other gut-
derived factors are also involved in glucose and energy
homoeostasis and may therefore qualify as future therapeutic
targets [13] (Fig. 1). The L cell-derived hormone peptide YY
(PYY) has a potent appetite-suppressing effect, thereby open-
ing a potential avenue for the treatment of obesity and type 2
diabetes. In contrast, ghrelin, which is secreted from gastric
epsilon cells, promotes hunger. Therefore, antagonising ghrel-
in may be a suitable strategy for body weight reduction. Other
gut hormones, such as gastrin, secretin, cholecystokinin, va-
soactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP) and pituitary adenylate
cyclase-activating polypeptide (PACAP), stimulate insulin se-
cretion at supraphysiological concentrations. On this basis, a
therapeutic role in the treatment of type 2 diabetes appears
theoretically possible [13]. More recently, high concentrations
of bile acids have been associated with increased GLP-1 con-
centrations and glycaemic improvements, which might be me-
diated through nuclear farnesoid-receptor X (FXR) and the G-
protein-coupled bile acid-activated receptor (TGR5) on
enteroendocrine L cells [14]. These receptors might also them-
selves be potential targets for treatment approaches aiming to
enhance GLP-1 secretion. Finally, increasing evidence has
linked changes in the intestinal microbiome with changes in
insulin sensitivity and glucose metabolism. Future therapeutic
strategies for type 2 diabetes may therefore also aim to mod-
ulate the bacterial composition in the gut (Fig. 1).

Pharmacotherapy based on lessons from bariatric surgery

The resolution of diabetes achieved by bariatric surgery in a
large proportion of patients with type 2 diabetes has prompted
some surgeons to propose such procedures as a favourable
treatment strategy for patients with type 2 diabetes even in
the absence of morbid obesity [15]. We do not believe that
bariatric surgery will continue to develop into a widely used
treatment strategy to treat the majority of patients 50 years
from now, given the peri-interventional mortality and morbid-
ity risks, malabsorptive problems and other complications.
However, currently performed bariatric procedures may guide
future research activities to develop conservative treatment
strategies copying the hormonal environment created after,
e.g. Roux-en-Y gastric bypass surgery, but without the inher-
ent risks of major surgical procedures. To date, research inter-
est has focused on the incretin hormones GIP and GLP-1.
Exploring the mechanisms of diabetes resolution after bariat-
ric surgery may help to identify additional factors that could
potentially be employed for conservative treatment

approaches. Those mechanisms may include changes in the
secretion of gut hormones, gastrointestinal absorption and bile
acid secretion, as well as the intestinal microbiome (see
above). Furthermore, intestinal secretion of cytokines, such
as fibroblast growth factors 19 and 21, may mediate
glycaemic improvements after bariatric surgery [14]. Using
pharmacological approaches to mirror the surgery-induced
changes in these and potentially additional factors by pharma-
cological approaches may lead to further improvements in
glycaemia and weight regulation.

Incretin-based therapies: dealing with safety concerns

Long-term safety concerns related to the induction of tachy-
cardia (GLP-1 receptor agonists only), a potential risk of pan-
creatitis, pancreatic cancer, thyroid cancer, colon cancer, cho-
lecystitis and heart failure (in a trial with saxagliptin) have
been expressed [4, 16]. Nevertheless, data available at this
point in time still indicate a favourable risk–benefit ratio.

Future indications for incretin-based therapies

At present, the application of incretin-based therapies is main-
ly restricted to the pharmacotherapy of type 2 diabetes, but
various studies have already raised the prospect for a broader
use of these drugs in other indications (Fig. 1). An obvious
future indication for incretin-based therapies is the treatment
of individuals with impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) or im-
paired fasting glucose (IFG) [17]. Treating individuals with
obesity and impaired glucose metabolism with GLP-1 recep-
tor agonists has already been reported to prevent the onset of
diabetes, at least for a treatment period lasting 1 or 2 years
[17]. Also, smaller-scale trials with DPP-4 inhibitors have
suggested potential benefits in individuals with impaired glu-
cose metabolism [18]. The main barrier to the pharmacologi-
cal treatment of such individuals is probably the fact that IFG
or IGT are not acknowledged as true disease entities, and are
therefore not conventional indications for pharmacotherapy.
In light of the somewhat arbitrary definitions of diabetes and
IFG/IGT, such categorical thinking should be rethought in the
future.

Women with a history of gestational diabetes, women with
polycystic ovary syndrome, and other populations at high risk
of developing type 2 diabetes may also benefit from preven-
tative intervention with incretin-based drugs.

The incidence and prevalence of obesity has reached epi-
demic proportions. Recently, GLP-1 receptor agonists have
been approved for the treatment of obesity in some parts of
the world [19], and will likely be increasingly used for this
indication in the future. Whether weight reductions achieved
with the currently available doses and formulations of GLP-1
receptor agonists will justify lifelong treatment of obesity is an
open question. The potential benefits of such treatment (long-
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term weight reduction, prevention of diabetes and diabetic
complications, including cardiovascular events) need to be
demonstrated in large clinical trials, but this earlier-stage pop-
ulation may provide unique chances to reveal benefits that
cannot be shown at later stages, when the degree of tissue
damage has advanced to an irreversible state. Another disease
group that might benefit from treatment with incretin-based
therapies is non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) or non-
alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH).

A number of recent studies have provided evidence that
DPP-4 inhibitors and GLP-1 receptor agonists can improve
glycaemic control as an adjunct to insulin therapy in patients
with type 1 diabetes (for example, see [20]). Whether such
combinations will still be used 50 years from now will also
depend on whether there are improvements in other areas,
such as immunotherapy or closed-loop insulin delivery
systems.

Various cardiovascular outcome studies with incretin-
based therapies are currently being conducted [21]. If these
studies should reveal a cardiovascular benefit, even in the
absence of major differences in glycaemia, we might see a
broader use of incretin-based drugs in the treatment of coro-
nary heart disease. However, the cardiovascular outcome trials
that have been completed so far have failed to show
cardioprotection with DPP-4 inhibitor treatment, which might
be partly attributable to limitations of the study design, patient
selection and trial duration. Whether this is also true for
longer-term treatment or for GLP-1 analogues is not yet clear
at this point in time.

Finally, neurodegeneration may evolve as a future indica-
tion for incretin-based therapies. Numerous studies have pro-
vided evidence for histological and functional improvements
in rodent models of Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and other neu-
rodegenerative diseases. Recently, improvements in memory
and movement disorders have also been reported in patients
with Parkinson’s disease, thus revealing a therapeutic poten-
tial for the incretin-based therapies in this field [22].

How can future research in the incretin field
be further enhanced?

Almost 30 years have passed since GLP-1 was first identified
as an insulinotropic agent. Numerous physiological insights
and therapeutic approaches have been derived from dedicated
academic research supplemented with serendipity and a wide-
angled view on the clinical potential. However, many of the
novel questions related to a wide array of biological effects of
GLP-1 will have to be answered in future years. Fifty years
from now, we hope to see more therapeutic approaches based
on the properties of GLP-1 and related peptides, optimised to
treat patients according to their individual needs, with broader
indications extending into areas beyond classical glucose-

lowering therapy. Given the many surprising results reported
in the past, some unexpected findings might even boost this
development further.
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